Why NRC?


Natural
Resource
Consulting,

NRC has been in business since 1989.
That’s over a 20 year track record!



NRC has extensive knowledge of

Inc .

timber markets helping us get the most
money for your timber.


Timber Sales

NRC listens – we listen to your
objectives and needs and devise
harvesting plans that fulfill them.



NRC understands that both the timber
and the land have value & it is not in
your best interest to profit from the
timber

while

destroying

the

land.

Knowing the what, how, & when are
crucial in fulfilling your objectives

NRC has been providing land
and timber management
services since 1989

without diminishing the long term
productivity of your land.


NRC knows how to market your
timber.

When markets are tight,

knowing how to market your timber
and the timing of the sale is especially
important.


NRC ensures all work is performed by
experienced Registered Foresters not
technicians.
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NRC — Focused on Results & Personal Service
A well managed

Here is what some of our long
time clients have to say:

pine plantation

What’s in it for You?

that I’ve learned over my 60 plus years of being a timberland owner is that if I want to receive top dollar for
my timber, I use NRC. It makes all the difference.”
Joe Collins









Someone knowledgeable about local
timber markets and market conditions to
get you the best dollar at the best time.
Someone to protect your interest and
your land.
Someone who knows your interest and
objectives and not someone who needs to
deliver wood to a mill.
Someone that can give you a value for
your timber before the sale.

ment plan for our 400+ acres of timberland.
Two years later they called and said the mar-

“I like doing most things myself, but the one thing

Why a Consultant ?

“NRC had prepared a forest manage-

“We have used NRC for almost 20 years. In 2009

ket is right for the type of timber you have.
So we went with their recommendation to sell
some of our timber. I was astonished at the
difference between the high and low bid, and
couldn’t believe how much money we
received for the timber. Now it has all been
replanted and growing more money to help

they called and told us they could get an unbelievable

serve the medical interests of our community.

price for our pine plantation. It was a once in a life time

I guess money does grow on trees!”

opportunity. So we followed their advice and couldn’t

Lee Greer,

believe the results – A 33% return on our initial invest-

Chief Financial Officer,

ment. We certainly couldn’t have gotten that kind of

Community Hospital,

return from the stock market.” Bob & Betty Hayes

Tallassee, Alabama.

Young planted Pines

“Sure, we are like everyone else in that we want
top dollar for our standing timber, but we don’t want our
land destroyed in the process. We have been using





Someone who can tell you if you have
received a good price for your timber
based on current market conditions.
Someone who will assist you with
planning and provide assistance on what
needs to be done after the sale.

NRC since the mid 90’s and have never been disappointed. We drive around and see other harvesting
operations and don’t know what we would do if our
place ever looked like that. Thankfully, because of
NRC’s attention to details and knowledge and experience we have never had to live with that nuclear bomb
has hit look.” John & Elaine Hankins
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